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1 Introduction
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This paper examines how the timlng Of decision-making a鮎cts the strategic trade policy･ We

analyze the relationship between the different timing of decision-making by exporting firms and

their subsidizing governments and its impact on the export･ subsidy policy･

Although WTO reorganized丘･om the GAIT in 1995 and the FTAs have been concluded

among many countries and tend to increase rapidly nowadays, the export subsidy policy lS Still

being practiced in many countries as a strategic tool to induce more domestic stlrplus fI,Om

exportation. In the WTO agreements (Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures),

the export subsidies to the manufactured products are prohibited per se, and a reduction of the

subsidy rate for the agricultural products is being negotiated by the WTO Inembers･ Coun-

tervail and anti-dumping measures are ofBcially enshrined in WTO rules; this allows damaged

government to countervail the export subsidies･ However7 in reality, we can easilyfind many

cases about disputes between multinationalfirms on the export subsidies
in the context of the

international market competition.

From the theoretical point of view, many studies about export subsidies have been done･

Since Brander and Spencer (1985) elucidated the strategic effect of subsidy policy in their

seminal paper on
strategic trade policy, many studies have been done analyzing tile export

subsidies in the context of the strat･egic trade policy･ Using the third-country model, B一ander

and Spencer (1985) analyzed the rent-shifting effect of the export subsidy and the strategic

interaction between the export subsidies･ They argued that the export subsidy effectively raises

domestic welfare,
but it implies that the strategic subsidy choices of two governnlentS in tile

exporting countries fall into t･he suboptimal excessive competition such as a prlSOner's dilemma･
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Another pioneer work by Eaton
and Grossman (1986)analyzed a more generalized InOdel. They

extended the model of Brander and Spencer (1985) to allow the different conjectural variations

from the Cournot case, that is, the different competing environmentsI They showed that under

the Bertrand
conjecture, the optimal trade policy

is the exporting tax imposition to the domestic

exporting firm.

Although the two represelltative I)aperS Ⅲ1elltioned above and their successors dealt witll a

general demand structure and illulnillated the strategic aspects on the trade policy, however,

those papers have limited their analysis to the situation in which the choices of the strategic

variables are made simultaneously by the competitivefirms･ For exalnPle, Brander and Spencer

(1985)restricted their analysis to the Cournot quantity competition. AlthoughEat,on and Gross-

man (1986)generalize(1 ttle COIljecttlralvariatioIIS including CollrnOt, Bertralld, arld ｡｡nsistent

conjectures, these conjectural variations between firms are identical. The existing literature has

usually dealt with only sy=nmetric case between firms, that is, ollly with the sinlultaneous-move

game on output choice. We consider the Stackelberg leader-follower competition and deal with

the asymmetric conjecture
as a result･ Extendillg the sirnultaneous-move game on output choice

and also subsidy cllOice to the sequential one, wc present a new perspective about the strategic

subsidy policy that is influenced by the tinllng Of decision-making･

In the actual international trade policy, we can imagllle
many Situations in which the timillg

of decision-making about the t･ra(1epolicies by governmelltS is di鮎rent･ For instance, it
may take

place that the governments of (1eveloped cotllltries determine the stlbsidv levels in advaIICe Of

the governments of developing coulltriesI Because of the (1iffere=ltat)ilitiesof the governments to

implement and enforce the trade policy, there exists usually a time lag oil the subsidy decisions

by governments･ On the one ha=ld,
whether ()r not a country has the leading industry nlay affect
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the speed of policy determination positively･ On the other hand, to facilitate the infant industryr

the government may forestall the rival government and determine the subsidy level in advance･

The paper introduces the difference on the timlng Of decision-making on output and subsidy

levels in the model. We examine
how the different timlng determining Strategic variables

impacts

on the export subsidy policy under imperfect competitive environments･

Tbe paper extends the analysis of the Cournot model by Brander and Spencer (1985)to trhe

Stackelberg competition and the sequential-move game on the subsidy choice by governments･

Althoughthe argument is limited to the linear demand and linear cost model with any loss of

generality, it is possible to make a comparative statics with regard to subsidy, output, profit,

and welfare levels, 1n Order to clarify the impact of the timing Of decision-making by exporting

丘rms and their governments･

Brander and Spencer (1985)presented a well-known result in Proposition 3 (p･89) in their

paper:

proposition 3･ The optimal export subsidy?
a, moves the industry equilibrium to

what would,
in the absence of a subsidy, be the Stackelberg leader-follower position

in output space with the domestic丘rm as leader･

Many articles have quoted this proposition･ 托汀a recent example, Maggi (1999,p･575) stated

as follows: The optimal unilateral subsidy
is the one that shifts the domesticfirm's reaction

function in such a way that it intersects the foreign reaction function R(qi)at the Stackelberg

point･ However, there was little contribution that the orlglnal quantity competition be in the

way of the Stackelberg competition in the context of the strategic trade policy･ In this paper,

the optimal subsidy policy is reexamined under the Stackelberg leader-follower competition･
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The main objective is to iIIVeStigate the eHects of the sequential-move between two exporting

firms under the Stackelberg model and also the effects of the sequential decision-making between

their subsidizing governments on the sizes of subsidy,firm's profit, and national welfare･ We pay

attention not only to the simultaneous decision on subsidy by governments, which has usually

been analyzed by the existing literature, but also to the sequential decision･

For the sequential-move game on
strategic trade policy, there are several articles that we

should refer to. In the twoICOuntry model, Syropoulos (1994)showed that the governments may

choose tariffs sequentially under perfect competition. Collie (1994)showed that the domestic

government sets tariffatfirst and then tlle foreign government sets export subsidy under Cournot

quantity competition･ In the third-country model, Arvan (1991)concluded that demand tlIICer-

tainty may cause the sequential-move of the policy choice by governrnents. Shivakumar (1993)

introduced the export quota an(1 showed that the restricted quantity competition and demand

uncertainty cause the sequential decision of trade policy by governments. Althoughthe exist1

1ng literature allalyzed the endogenous timing Of policy-making by governments, in this paper

in
which the timing of policy-making lS eXOgenOuS, We focus on examinlng the e丘■ectsof the

different timing on decision-making on the effectiveness of trade policy.

Recently, Ohkawa, Okamura, and Tawada (2002) endogenized the timing of goverrlment

intervention ullder international oligopoly. Their paper is closely related with our paper in the

sense that the sequential-move game by governments is analyzed in the third-country model･

Different from our concern, however, they focused on the relationship between the number of

firms and the endogenous timing of the policy decision by governments and not dealing with

Stackelberg competition betweenfirms･ In our work, we introduce the sequential-move game by
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firms, that is, the Stackelberg quantity competition･1

In other related papers, Neary and Leahy (2000)examined optimal trade and industrial poト

ICY
in dynamic oligopolistic markets･ Applying a generalized model, they analyzed the strategic

interaction between firms and between governments
in a 2-stage game･ However, they focused

only on the situation in which the economic agents act simultaneously ln each stage･ Like-

wise, Balboa, Daughety, and Reinganum (2004)dealt with a 2-stage game which includes botll

Cournot and Stackelberg competitions at the 2nd stage. Althoughthey obtained independently

some of the results that are shown in our paper, they did not deal with the sequential decision-

making by the intervenlng
governments.

By comparlng the simultaneousand the sequential moves made by firms and governments,

we obtain some interesting results. Two main results are asfo1lows: First, under the Stackelberg

quantity competition, when the governments decide the export subsidies simultaneously and in

advance, the original Stackelberg leaderfirm produces as if it was the follower. Different from

the Cournot model, under the Stackelberg model, the subsidy policy
by the government､ which

can subsidize the leader firm, is almost nullified. Second, under the sequential-move game in

which the government, which
can subsidize the leaderfirm, decides the subsidy level in advaIICe,

the leader's profit is less than the follower's profit, althoughthefirst-mover advantage of the

government is maintained and the leader produces more than the fbllower･ The paper presents

one of the theoretical fわundations on the importance of that the timlllg Of policy decision to the

effectiveness of trade policy,

The remainder of the article is organized as fわllows. Section 2 describes the model. Section

1In the context of industrial organization, there are many articles that argue the endogenous
timiIlg ullder

duopolistic competition. For a representative paper, for example, see Hamilton
and Slutsky (1990).
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3 derives subsidy, output, profit･ and domestic welfare in the equilibrium and allalyzes the

relationship between the differellt StruCtureS･
ⅠII Section 4, the calculatioll results about the

variables are sumlnarized tlllder each case and the comparative statics
are Ⅲ1ade with regard to

the di丘■erent structures on timillg. Solne results oll the different tillling of decision-making are

also presented. Concludillg reIIlarks are presented in Section 5･

2 The model

Two identicalfirms, one from country ,I and olle from country J, Produce
homogelleOuS

goods

and sell in a third country･ We (A,oIISiderthe imperfect quantity competition model in the third

country a la Brander and SpellCer (1985)I It is assuIIle(1 that sin(二e both firms produce only

for the third market, there is no c←)nsllmPtioll effects f･or the exportirlg COuntries12 Thefirn1 in

country
i (i) are denoted by tlle ill(lex ,i(respectively.]')･Because the firms are iderltical. they

can be interpreted as illterCllallgeat)1e.

Firm i (firmj) produces quantity qi (resp･ qj)･ The total quantity is Q ≡ qi +qj･ The

argument is limited to the linear derlland and linear cost for simplification of analysIS･ The

inverse demand function is dellOted by P(Q) ≡ a

-
bQ and the constallt marginal cost by ci･ It

is assumed that a > ci and I)> 0.

Government i, that lies iII COulltry i, call implement the per unit export subsidy, si ≧ 0, as

a ITleanS Of trade policy･
It is defined that el･ ≡ Ci

-
5i･ニi

The profit that firm i maximizes is dellOtCd by 7Ti(qi,q];(与i,Sj)
≡ (P(Q) -

ci +
si)qi

-

2This kind
of assumption is usual in the context of the strateglC trade policy as it simplifies the analysIS･

3It is shown that, t･11e Sign Of e′ is irldetern1inate in t･he following analysISI The compensation fro-ll the govern-

ment may be higher thall the lllarglnal cost.
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(P(Q) - ei)qi･
The solution concept is the subgame perfect equilibrium.

The welfare of country i is denoted by Gi(si,Sj),Which consists of the profit from the export-

ingfirm i
minus the cost of the export subsidy: Gi(si,Sj)≡ 7Ti(qi,qj;Si,Sj)-

Siqt. Government

i maximizes this welfare.

The timlng Of the game is as follows･.

1st stage: Governments choose subsidy levels simultaneously or sequentially･

2nd stage: Firms choose output levels simultaneously or sequentially･

Subsidy policies can be committed by both governments and can be observed by both丘rms

in advance of the competition stage.

In the next section, the subsidy, the output, the profit, and the welfare in the equilibrium are

derived by backward induction･ Both the Cournot and the Stackelberg leader-follower duopolis-

tic competition are analyzed.

3 AnalysIS
●

In this section, the subsidy, the output, the profit, and the domestic
welfare in the equilibrium

are derived for all classified cases･ In the first step, the subgame at the second stage is solved.

In the beginnlng, the simultaneous output choice, that is. Cournot quantity competition at this

subgame is examined. Then we proceed to examine the sequential output choice, that is, the

Stackelberg duopoly.
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3.1 Subgame at the second stage

3.1.1 Cournot competition

Given the subsidies (si,Sj),
bothfirlnS maximize their profits･ Thefirst10rder condition for firm

i to maximize its profit is as follows:
7Ti

- (a- b(qi+qj) - ei)-
bqi - 0･4 The reaction function

offirm i is qi
- Ri(q]) - #･ II1 Order to obtaill the output levels under the Cournot

duopolistic competition, the intersection of the reaction functions is solved as follows:

(qtC(si,Sj),q,?(s71,Sj))
- (

a-2ei+ej a-2ej+ei

3b
'

3b
･h

Ifthere is no subsidy, the Cournot outcome
is as follows‥ (qF(o,o),q,?(o,o))

-

(聖篭也,也)･3b

The total quantity is QC -呈竺ユニ望,
the price is P(QC) -聖地, and the profit margin

is
3b 3

p(QC) -
ei

-竿-
bqtC･ The profit levels under the Cournot competition are calculated

as follows:

(7TCi(si,Sj),7TCj(si,Sj))- (b(qtC)2,b(q,C)2)- (
(a-2ei+ej)2 (a-2ej+ei)2

9b 9b
)･ (2)

3.1.2 Stackelberg competition

Ill the sequential-InOVe game, under tlle Stackelberg competitioll, Suppose that firm i is the

Stackelberg leader and firm i is the follower without loss of generality.
Firln i, anticipating the

reaction offirm i to its ow=l Output Choice qi, tllat is, qj
- Rj(qi),maximizes the profit function

7ri(qi,qj)･That
is, the following maximization problem is solved: maxqt

7Ti(qi,Rj(qi))I
Note that

R;I(qi)
-

-;I
4The

subscript
i of the profit denotes the partial

derivative by q" that is,

T,7'…監･
The second-order condition

is
satisfied because 7T,Z乙ニー2b<

0.

5For the output to be positive, it must t→e
assuIlled that a

-
2ei + ej > 0･ When there is no subsidy7 it is

assumed that a-2c2 +cj > 0･
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The f･o･c･ is

7T汁7T3･R;･(qi)
- ((a-b(qi+Rj(qi)) -ei) -bqi)-bqi(一芸)

- o･6 The Stackelberg

output pairs are derived as follows:

(qL?(si,Sj),q,?(si,Sj))-

(
a12ei+ej a-3ej+2ei"

2b
'

4b

If there is no subsidy, the Stackelberg outcome is as follows: (qt?(0,0),q,?(0,0))
-

(聖篭也,

As a well-known fact in the oligopoly theory, if the subsidy pairs (si,Sj)are identical,

q%C(si,Sj)
<
q%?(si,Sj)and q,C(si,Sj)

>
q,?(si,Sj)

are satisfied･8

The total quantity
is QS -

3a-2ei -e3

4b and the price is P(QS)
- eiZ苦塩･QS > QC alld

p(QC) > p(QS) are satisfied･ The profit margin
is P(QS) -ei -也- 2qt?and P(QS) -4

ej=
a-3e3+2et

The profit levels under the Stackelberg competition are calculated as follows:

(打Si(si,Sj),汀Sj(si,Sj))-

(呈(qf)2,b(q,S)2)
- (

(a12ei+ej)2 (a13ej+2ei)2
8b

'

16b
). (4)

It is satisfied that 7TCi(si,Sj)< 7TSi(si,Sj)and 7TCj(si,Sj)
>
7TSj(si,Sj),V(si,Sj).

For the followlng analysis, the results of the comparative statics are presented as follows:

T一孟,o,岨班ユニー去<o,99fifib-去,o,幣ニー去<o,空幣
aqtc(si,a,)

_ asj ∂st

孟,o,and望瞥-一基<o･

6The s･o･c. is satisfied because
7T言i+7TijR;(qi)+(7T3･i+7T3･jR;.(qi))R;･(qi)+7TjR;′(qi)ニー2b+b/2+b/2ニーb

< O1

7For
the output to be positive, it must be assumed that a- 3e3 +2ei > 0･ In the case of no subsidy, it is

assumed that a- 3cj +2cl > 0･

8And also it is well-known that
qt?-qF -竺二空主土望> q,C-q,? -班-±⊥, v(si,S,).That is, the total quantity

6b 12b

expands under the Stackelberg competition.
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3.2 Subsidy decision at the丘rst stage

At the first stage, government i maximizes the welfare
in

country
i as follows: maxsL≧O Gi(si,Sj)

≡

7Ti(qi,qj; Si,
Sj)- Siqi･ The f･oIC･ for government i to InaXilnize

its
welfare

is as follows:

∂GL(si,Sj) ∂7TL(qi,qj;Si,Sj)
asi aSi

-qi-Si%-0,
(5)

if si ≧ 0 (interiorsolution)･If笥辞<
o, the solution is si - 0 (cornersolution)･9

10

Fina11y, the different timlng Of decision-=nakillg amOngfirms and governments
are classified

into five cases. In Case A and Case B, the unilateral and the bilateral intervention by govern-

ment(s)under the Cournot competit･ion are examined･ In Case C alld Case D, the unilateral and

the bilateral intervention by
government(s)under the Stackelberg competition are examined･

In

Case E, the situation in which all players sequentially decide is
analyzed･ In the following sub-

section, we investigate all cases iII SequerlCe･ See Figllre l･ The stlperSCriptsr C and 5′stand fわr

Cournot and Stackelberg equilibrium respectively for notational convenience･

< Figure 1 around here >

9This is derived丘･om the Kuhrl_Tucker slackness conditioll.

10under the following analysis, the s･o･c･ is
satisfied and the solution is interior, unlque, and stable･ These are

con丘rmed by tedious calculation since the demand and cost are linear.
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Coumot competition

A. unilateral intervention

1st stage

2nd stage
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governE:i/
firmj

B. bilateral intervention

B1 1 ･ simultaneous decision-making

govemment ～
govemmentノ

1st stage

2nd stage

B-2･ sequential decision-making

government i

1st stage

2nd stage

E･ wholly sequential decision-making

government i

1st stage

2nd stage

3rd stage

4th stage

irtml i

g

overn;.eit,:1
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Stackelberg competition

C. unilateral intervention

C-1. Government i intervenes.

1st stage

2nd stage

govemment ～

C12. Governmentjintervenes.

govemmentノ
1st stage

2nd stage

D. bilateral intervention

D- 1 ･ simultaneous decision-making

govemment ～ governmentノ
1st stage

2nd stage

D-2･ sequential decision-making

(Government i moves first.)
governmenり

1st stage

2nd stage

D-3. sequential decision-making

(Governmentj moves first.)

.一_▲_ー_ gOVernmentj亡〉〉
' ~

1ststage
govemmentf ′

′■

2nd stage

Figure 1: Nodes of decision-making
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A. Unilateral intervention under Cournot competition

First, we examine the unilateral
intervention case in which only government i subsidizes under

the Cournot competition･

As s]
- 0, that is, e,. -

c], government
i maximizes the following objective: maxsi≧O GCi(si,0)

-

7Ti(qtC(si,0),q,C(si,0);
si, 0)-siqF(si,0)･ The f･o･c･ for government i is as follows:

∂GCt (s7ノ,0)
∂st

打宣誓'T濫+驚-qLC-li誓-o･11
It iscalculatedthat汀3･

-

-bqi and賢-qi,and打言-0

is satisfied by the f･oIC･ Of the Cournot equilibrium･ By substituting them into the f･oIC･, it is

obtained that (-bqi)(-義)+ qi - qi - Si去-
o, that is, si - 2q,F･Arranging this equationっthe

optimal subsidy level,
s㌻C

is derived as follows:

s㌻c
a12ci+cj

In this case, the Cournot output is calculated as follows:

(qtC(s㌻C,o)フq,C(B㌢C,o))
- (

a-2ci+cj a13cj+2ci

2b
'

4b

This result
is stlmⅡ1arized ill the following propositioll･

(6)

) [- (q%?(o,o)フq,F(o,o))]･(7)

proposition l･ Under the Cournot competitionl the unilateral
intervention by 90Verrment

i

,･/I,Ill,/‥
/II'll/'l//.∫/ ､//'I,･/'I''/I川'///I･

('=lI/I･･/
I/Il'JI,･J/I/

I･, ///I.ヽ'I･l･/:･II･tI･ItJII･ III ,,//I･/I/Ill(IJI
/･ヾ

theleader.

This proposition
is just a corollary of PropositioI1 3 in Brander and Spencer (1985,p･89)･

The optimal subsidy has the profit-shifting effect and moves the Cournot competition to the

Stackelberg leader-follower position. This result
is

well-known
ill the context of strategic subsidy

policy･12 As a result of theunilateral subsidy, the profit offirm i, which is subsidized by the

･1Th｡ s...c. is
satisfied becaus｡壁謡山-ポIZ#'T3rL誓一驚-(-2b)(孟)+(-b)(一志)一孟

■

-(1+孟)<o･
12It is shown that

qtC(s㌻C,o)
>
qtC(o,o)and q.㌢(s㌻C,o)

<
q,C(o,())I
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government, rises･ That is,
7TCi(s㌻C,o)(-7TSi(o,o))

>
7TCi(o,o)and 7TCj(s㌻C,o)(-7TSj(o,o))

<

汀Cj(o,o).
Also, it is evident that the subsidy of government i expands the welfare

in
country

i (i)(resp･contracts),that
is, GCi(s㌻C,o)(-maxsi GCi(si,0)) > GCi(o,o) and GCj(s㌻C,o)(-

7TCj(s㌻C,o))
< GCi(o,o)(- 7TCj(o,o)).13

B･ Bilateralintervention
under Cournot competition

Next, we analyze the bilateral intervention case in
which both governments subsidize under the

Cournot competition･ The simultaneous and the sequential decision of subsidy are examined in

SequenCe･

B-1･ Simultaneous decision or subsidy

Consider that the simultaneous decision of subsidies (si,Sj)
by both governments has the

similar timing of decision as the Cournot quantity competition･ Given sj'gOVernment i maxi-

mizes the welfare with regard to its own subsidy as follows‥ maxsi≧O GCi(si,Sj)

-

7Ti(qtC(si,Sj),q,C(si,Sj);Si,Sj)--SiqF･

The f.o.c. is asfo1lows:

aGCi(si, Sj)
asi

-増+増+蛋--有-0･
aqf;

(8)

Like Case A, the f･o･c･ is arranged as si

-紺-竺ゴ聖地.
The reaction function is derived as

6

si
-Ri(sj)

-
-sj+a-2ct+cj

In order to examine the simultaneous decision on the subsidy levels, the intersection of the

reaction functions of both governments is solved･ The subsidy level in the equilibrium is obtained

asfo1lows:

s?cc
a-3ci+2cj

13Ass㌻C - iqf',thewelfareofcountryi isGCt(s㌻C,o) - b(qtC)2-s㌢CqF
-喜(q㌘)2

-

b(qF)2-

(a-2ci+c

9b

(9)

(> GCi(o,o) -
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By substituting the subsidy level.占㌢CC.the Cournot output levels in the equilibrium are obtained

under the simultaneousdecision of subsidy.

(qtC(st9CC,s,QCC),q,C(sL9CCIS,?CC))
-

(
2(a13ci+2cj) 2(a-3cj+2ci)

5b 5b
). (10)

First, comparlng the subsidy levels under the unilateral alld the bilateral cases, the following

lemma can be stated.

Lemma 1. (comparisonof the subsidy levels under Case A ar7Jd Case B-1)

r/''
･､'II～りI!/'II''I''//I･ 'II'J/･II･l,I/ /IJ/･',1I'/I･J,/ I､ /･II･･I･I //I･,II ,,,,,/,r //), I･//･]I,,I,I I,I/I ,,…//I,II･

That is,
s㌻C

>

s宮cc
14

This lemⅢ1a inlplies that under tlle bilateral illterVention, there is a strategic illteraCtion

between governlnentS about the subsidy setting and, as a result, the impact of the subsidy on

the output of the firm is smaller than the i=npact ullder the unilateral intervention･

Then we proceed to compare tlle Outptlt levels tlllder tlle ullilateral alld bilateral intervention･

proposition 2. (comparison of the output leワ,elsunder Case A and Case B-1)

Under the Cournot competitioT!′,

.1･･'･･
///=川//川/ /I I.I/ ･･/-/'II'J

/.I./
･

,IIl･I･
I //I･ I･//･I/･

I･,I//,I/I Ill.I/,/,,I/I
/､

､I,I,I//II･ ･,･-/,･
/,II,/,I ･l //I,Ill

III''/'I //It (Ill//tI/'r']/ ////'I(.tII//'･I/ /'I/ I/'JI1'IIIII/'IJ,I/.
I/J･I/ /.､.

qtC(5㌻C,o)(- qt?(o,o))
>
q7C(sヲc〔',5,QCC) and ,1,C(5㌻C,o)(- q,-?i(o,o)) <

q,C(sヲcc,s,QCC)･

,IJ}
tI'//,lI//I, III'II'//I/Ill,t･､/=r//l･ /(nlい'II='/I'J･,､/ /I/I/I//I,I/. //I-川/I川/ /I (.I/ IIIJ･I･I･///,

IJ/Ill/,I･II

′IJ/'I･l.I/I/Ill(//.､
/']I･'/'I･//I'JIJIIII'/･r IJ'･IIII,/Ill.Ill//=(I. I//･I/ /､.

ifa -
8cj + 7ci > 0,15 then′

qlC(o,o)
<

qF(s宮cc,s,QCC),

14s㌢C-sヲcc-竺二三山一`叫- `榊>o.
4 5 20

15If the firms have identical marglnal (-ost･. c ≡ cl - C.ノブthis condition is satisfied7 because a

-
8c, + 7ci -

a13cJ+2ct+5(c71CJ)>0･
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Due to
strategic substitutes on

output, subsidizing by rival government results in the output

reduction of the ownfirm･ As the reaction functions of both firms shift outwards by subsidizing

bilaterally, as a result, the output competition under the bilateral intervention becomes more

severe than without intervention･ This is an example of the prlSOner's dilenlma.

Asfor thefirm's profit, 7TCi - b(qtC)2,the relation about the profit size is obtained from the

previous relation about the output size･ From Proposition 2, it is obtained that
7TCi(s㌻C,o)

>

打Ci(sクcc,a,QCC),and打Cj(s㌻C,o) <汀Cj(sクccっs,QCC)･when firms are almost identical,打Ci(o,o) <

7TCi(sクcc,a,QCC)･
This implies that the subsidy from government i (i)makes the profit ｡ffirm i

larger (resp･smaller)and the bilateral intervention
makes the profits of both firms larger than

without intervention.

Finally, the effect of the subsidy on the welfare is examined･ By direct calculation, it is

obtained that GCi(o,o)
-

(a-3cj+2cl)2
16♭

(a-2cl+cj)2
9b

, and GCi(sクcc,a,?cc)
-

, GCi(s㌻C,o)-

2(a-3c%+2cj)2 16
25～)

(a-2ct+cj )2
8b GCj(s㌻C,o)-

7TCj(SUC,o)
-

Hence GCi(s㌻C,o) > GCE(o,o) and

GCj(s19CC, s,QCC)> GCj(s㌢C,o)･17 If the costs are almost identical, then GCi(o,o) >

GCE(s宮cc,s,QCC)･18That
is, the bilateral intervention falls into the prisoner,s dilemma for both

governments･ This is just a corollary of Proposition 5 in Brander and Spencer (1985,p.95).
This

result is
restated in the followlng Proposition. See also Table 1.

Proposition 3･ (comparison of the welfare under nonintervention and Case B-1)

Under the Cournot competition, when jirms have almost identical marginal costs, the welfare

under the bilateral intervention is smaller than under nonintervention. That is, the bilateral

16It is shown that GCi(B㌢C,o) > GCi(sヲcc,s,QCC),
if 9a+ 13cj

I
22cl > 0. This condition is sufBciently satisfied

when the costs are identical, ci
-

Cj, because GCi(s㌻C,o)
-
GCi(sヲcc,s,QCC)-

+2c7)(9a+13c
200b

(α-2c～+c

8とl

)2 2(α-3c`+2c
25b

>0,if9a+13c, -22ci -9(a13cj+2ci)+40(cj -Ci)
>0.

17GCj(s宮cc,s,QCC)
- GC](s㌻C,o) -

18GC%(sヲcc,5･,bCC)
-
GC甘(o,o)-

+2c!)2 (a-3c
25b 16tI 40O

)2-(7α-llc

7×225と〉

+2c7)2 7 (a13c

<0,ifc‡-cJ･
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Ill/'I'1'1I//'Jl/./'']II.～/II/‖ //J･ Ill/･､･JIl,I
'-/′il

Ill,I′り/t･II,･･I/I.,/･･Il･
IIII,Jt I)I､.

governrnent j

government i

noⅠ1interVention intervention

nonintervention GCi(o,o),GCj(o,o) GCi(o,s3!c),GCj(o,s,TC)

intervention GCi(s㌻.C,o),GCj(s㌻C.o) GC7:(sヲcc,s,9CC),GCj(s?CC,s,9CC)

If the costs are almost identica17 GC'L(o,s3LC)< GC'L(s宮cc.5,bCC)< GC7r(o.o)< GCi(5…LCto)

government i

governrnent i

nonintervention iⅠ1terVent.ion

noninterVe】1tioⅠ1
(a-2c.i+C,I)2(a-2c,.+ci)2 ((I-3c7+2cj)2(a-2cj+Ci)2

9E)9b 16b,8b

interVeⅠ1tion
(a-2ci,+Cj)2(a-3cj+2c.i)2 2(a-3ci+2cj)22(a-3cj+2c,.,)2

8♭16とI 25b25b

Table 1: Welfare under nonintervention, Case A, and Case Bll

B-2. Sequential decision of subsidy

Next, we coIISider tile Sequential decision of subsidy (si,Sj)
as a sequential-move game be-

tween both governments･ First, governlnent i decides the subsi(1y level, si, and then, after

observing si, government i decides sj･ That/ is, government i (i) acts as the Stackelberg leader

i (resp.follower i) with regard to the subsidy choice･

Since si isgiven, the follower governmellt i (1ecides the subsidy sj
- Rj(si)

-
s7十a-2cJ+c.i

Note that R;.(si)-一差<
o･ This reaction function is induced by the leader government who

solves the followlng rnaXimization problem:

maxsi≧O GCi(si,Rj(si))-打i(ql(Y(si,Rj(si)),q,?(s,i,Rj(s盲));Si, Rj(si)卜5iqiC(si,Rj(si))･

The f.o.c. is as fわllows:

∂GCi(si,R](si)) ∂7Ti(qLC(si,Rj(si)),q,C(si,Rj(si));Si,Rj(si))
asi aSi qi(si,Rj(si))-

S積+語R;･(si))

-灯標+雛(5i))+鳩十語R"i,,I(蛋+芸R;･(s7･"-qi-Si(詰+語R･'j(si,,-0･(ll)
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Like Case A, it is satisfied that打芸- 0,w31
-

-bqi,賢-
qi,

and驚-
o･ Arranglng

the f･o･c･,打3･(a+蟹R;A(si))- Si(a･蟹R;I(si))
- 0･ That is, si

-讐qi(si,Rj(si))
-

2b a-2(ci 一S%)+(cj-Rj(st))
3 3b

is derived. The subsidy levels are obtained as follows:

si?SC
a13ci+2cj

, s,QSC
-

Rj(s君sc)
-

a14cj+3ci
(12)

By substituting (s宮sc,s,QSC)
into the Cournot output levels, the following equations are deriv｡d‥

(q%C(si9SC,s,?SC),q,C(s雲sc,s,QSC))
-

(
a13ci+2cj a-4cj+3ci

2b 3b
)･19 (13)

First, comparlng the subsidy levels under the unilateral and the bilateral cases, the followlng

lemma can be stated.

Lemma 2･ (comparisonof the subsidy levels under Case A and Case B-2)

l171･ ,,./I'(･I,,･､/川′.I･]I/,IL･､/′,I･I,//･･(I/III･ll･,//II,I/'･,･･､/･､.I//I.､′lIJ.u'I!/'lM/, r ///'IIII/ill/.I･,lI/I//, Ill., Il//りI/ /､

smaller than that of the leader government under the bilateral intervention. The subsidy under

//J･ II,,′/,)/I,A,I///I/,r,.I,I//,I,, /･､ /′II,I･r //,Ill,//I･If'J//I''I'J/I'1''.'IL'/り'…/'H'II/
I//I,I,I /II, IJII,I/,I,II

intervention･ That is, ifa -
6ci + 5cj > 0, then s㌻C

<

s宮scand
s,yC > s,QSC･20

Different from Case Bll, when the sequential decision of subsidy is made by governments

under the bilateral intervention･ the subsidy of the first-mover government is larger and the

subsidy of the fわllower government is
smaller compared to the unilateral case.

Then we proceed to compare the output levels under the unilateral and the bilateral inter-

vention.

19For the output and the subsidy to be positive, it is assumed that a

-
4cj + 3cL > 0 throughout the following

analysュs.

20s㌻C-5ヲsc--竺二聖地<o, ifa-6c2+5cj
-a-Ci-5(ct-cj)

>0･ s,uC-s,bSC-竺二三三三土ら>o･12 12
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Proposition 4･ (comparisonof the output leて)elsunder nonintervention, Case A, and B-2)

Under the Cournot competition,

･･･/I ,,.//I///I I //I-,,I/II,I/ /I
r･/ ,Jj./I//II

/
,IIJ･/I

I･ I/I･ IJ//'I/,I,I/
･､･′IIl･/II′り//I//, /I,.I Il//,,/I

/.､

､JJ′･II/II･ //I,Ill

I/LIL/ II/I,/,r ///I ,Ill//,,/･I,I//I//I/I,.･I///,･IJ
Ill/

I/I,l･/･I,I//･'J/ /.
'I･I,･I/I/･､･･I/ ///I I･/'I/'I.I ､′二- ･J.////I

marginal costs of the jirms･ Th′ai is∫
q7FT(s3LC,o)≡q,lC(sヲsc,s,QSC)

⇔ ci ≡cj･21

1l'/I,,I //I･ JJ川I!I/Il,I/ ･･,､/･､りI-∫/II,,J､/ /∫/･IIII,'l/.///-川/I川/ /I
,.I/ ,I././I-I･III./IllI,/'I ///I IJ/I,I/,/･･I//II-

/I II.,IJ//I,lJ /･､
､IH･]I/･

r //l･l/,//I･// IIII,/･I･ I/I･ ,Ill/I,I/･r･II /II/･I･I.,lI//･･II ,///ItI･
I"/

I/,I,･り/IIIJ･ IJ/ /
･J′∴/.

That is, ifa- 7cj +6ci > 0, then
q,(:(s㌻C,o)

<
q,C(s宮sc,s,QSC)

or ifa- 6c盲+5c,. > 0, then

q,C(o,s,vC)
>

q,C(sヲscフS,QSC)･22

JI,･ ll/′･Il//J･ I,,,,I:,////Ill,････､/､り′-I/Ill-/ /I/Ill//,･･'I. ///-Ju/I川/ I…I
I,/ノI'I71J

/
'III'I'I･ ///I IJ//'I/tI'I/

･IJI･I,l･l,//,･I, /､ /･II!/･I //′りIJ//I,I/ IIII,/tI･ II･Jl//II/･Ir･/,//I,,,･ r//,,/ ,､.

//●･l I-".
I I,･I H. //I,I/

qLC(o,o)
<
q%C(s宮sc,a,QSC)･23

1I/I,//I,I //I, ･･,I/I川/
/･r･/

,J]./II･III
/ 'IIJ'/･I

I/J･ /I//'l/'r'I/
//I/I/･'･'I'//'･'/

/､

､J‖'l//'I I//'lII///'I/'llI-

･/･r II･J,/,I//,r,.I,///,,I,. I/,IJ･(I,/､･･I, ///I I･/,(/′,.I ､=
､

'JI
//I･ 'J川I.I//II'II･･,.､/､ I,/-///I/''I'I/､.

rill,･I/.､.

q,c(o,o)≡q,c(s宮sc,st;sc)
⇔ ci ≡cj･24

As a corollary of this pr(,position, ifthe c･osts are idelltical, that is, ci -

Cj, then qF(s㌻(㌔o)
-

qiC(s雷sc,s,QSC)and q,C(o,())
-

q,?(s宕sc)l,9SC)･
when the costs are identical, the output

level
of

firm i under the bilateral illterVention by the leader government i is equal to that under the

ullilateral intervention by governmcllt i･ A=ld als() the output level offirm i is the salne, Whether

under the bilateral interventioll by the follower government i or under nonintervention. The

subsidy policy by the governrllellt has two effects on
output･ The first is to shift the reaction

21qtC(s㌻C,oトq7C(sE/'sc,s号sc)- ii# ≡o ⇔ 〔･/i

≡
C,･

>

22q,?(sヲsc,s.?sc)-,1,C(s三上〔＼o)
- 0竹> o, ifa- 7c.i +6cl > 0.

1L2Z)

q㌻(o.531Cトq]C(sヲsc‥s与sc)-叫>
o, ifa -6c,I

+5c., > 0,
6♭

23gLC(st9SC,s,bS(∵)
- qLC(o,o)-叫>

o, if'L
-

5c7 +4c.,i > 0.6わ

24q,C(o,o)
-qf(s7bSCrs,?S〔Y)ニー三こ⊥

≡ o ⇔ (-▲z

;
c,A

<

わ
<
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function outwards glVlng the home firm an advantage on output competition under strategic

substitutes･ The second is to
adjust

to competitive distortion orlglnated from costs differences.

If the costs are identical, the second effect does not appear and, throughthe subsidy, the output

is adjusted at the level of the Stackelberg leader.

Asfor thefirm's profit, 7TCi - b(qLC)2,the relation about the profit size is obtained from the

previous relation about the output size･ From Proposition 4, it is
obtained that打Ci(s㌻C,o)≡

打Ci(s宮sc,s,QSC)
ifci ≡cj,打Cj(s㌻C,o)<打Cj(s宮sc,s,QSC),

ifa-7cj +6ci > 0,
and打Cj(o,s,yC)

,

7TCj(s君sc,s,QSC),
if a

-
6ci +5cj > 0･ Moreover, it is satisfied that if a

-
5ci +4cj > 0, then

打Ci(o,o)<打Ci(s宮sc,a,QSC),and if ci ≡cj, then打Cj(o,o)≡打Cj(s宮sc,s,QSC)･

When the Brm's cost is higher (lower)than that of the rival, the丘rm that is subsidized by

the leader government prefers the unilateral (resp･bilateral)intervention to the bilateral (resp･

unilateral)
one･ When firms are almost identical, the firm that is

subsidized
by the follower

government always prefers the unilateral intervention to the bilateral one. Comparing noninter-

vention with the bilateral one, the leader government always prefers the bilateral intervention,

while the follower government will prefer the bilateral intervention to nonintervention only ifthe

marglnal cost is lower.

Finally, the effect of the subsidy
on the welfare is examined･ By direct calculation, it is

obtained that GCi(s宮sc,s,QSC)
-

(α-3c汁2cJ)2
12b and GCj(s宮sc,s,QSC)

-

GCi(B㌢C,o)> GCi(o,o) and GCi(s望sc,s,QSC)
-

(a-3ci+2cj )2
12b

(a-4cj+3ci)2 25

18b

> GCi(o,s,vC)-

Hence

(a-3ci+2cj)2
16b

the costs are almost identical, GCj(s望sc,a,QSC)< GCj(s㌻C,o)･26If the costs are identical, then

GCi(o,o) > GCi(s聖sc,s,QSC)and GCj(o,o) > GCj(s宮sc,s,QSC)127Different
from Case B-1, when

25Because
GCt(s㌻C,o)- GC‡(sヲcc,s,bCC)

-
)2-6(ct-c

24b
,
it is shown that GCi(s㌻C,o) > GCi(s?SC,s,QSC),

if a

-
cj >士>石(ci - C,)･

It is satisfied when the costs are almost identical･

26GCj(s告sc,s与sc)- GC](s㌻C,o)
-

27GCi(sヲsc,s3bSC)
-

GCt(o,o) -

(a-6cl+5c )2-72(ci-C
144b

+ci)2-12(cL-C
36b

<o,if(a-6ct+5c,I)2-72(ct-c])2 >o･

< o, if(a-2cj+ci)2112(ci-Cj)2 > o･
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the costs are almost identical, the leader government chooses to intervene
and the follower

government chooses not to intervene. The first-mover advantage of government i on the sub-

sidy choice can deter the rival fわllower govern皿emt丘･om exercising the subsidy. This result is

summarized in the following proposition. Seealso Table 2.

Proposition 5･ (comparisonof the welfare under nonintervention and Case B-2)

∫
II･]･r //,I (.･Ju川･,/

,,･I(JI一･/′II,Ill.,I./I･II /I-I7/,､//,lr-∫/Ill-I /I/I I///,,I/ II川I･,//I/･l/････､/､. I/J･ Ir･!/'･lI･,.

･III,/II･ I/I･ /,//･]/I
I･･l//II/I III･, IJ//I,I/ /､

､/I,tI//I
I /IJりIJ//I,I/,Ill,/,I I/･川/II/I r,W/I/･JII. I(I //)-I/'I///Ill/,I/II.

//∫,r･ <I//I /､ //I,I/･JII/I///J･
/I,l･/･I

I/I,,･,=川I･Il/ II//･ Ill.･I/-. Ill I/I/､ ,･,I･､`. I/J･ I･I･/､‖JI,I:-/JI,IIIIIJ･] ‖/

I/,' IJ//'l/'I･'II/I//Ill.'I///'･II /-I,II)t･//II/'･I.'rI/IIl'II/､ /､り川/∫/''/.

government i

government i

noniⅠ1terVention intervention

nonintervention GCi(o,o),GCj(o,o) GCi(o,s,yC),GCj(o,s]vC)

interVentioⅠ1 GCi(s:LU,C,o),GCj(B㌢C,o)GCi(s宮sc,s,QSC),GCj(s宮sc,s.?sc)

If the costs are almost identical, Gce(OTO) < GCL(s;LC,o),GCt(o,s,TC) < GCi(sヲsc,s,bSC),

GCj(sヲsc7S,bSC)< GCj(s㌢C,o),GCi(o,o) > GCi(sヲsc,s.?sc),and GC](o,o) > GCj(s?SC,s,9SC)

government i

government i

nonintervention intervention

nonintervention
(a-2ci+CJ)2(a-2c,.+c1,)2 (α-3c,I/+2cj)2(a-2c,.+c/i)2

9b9b 16b8b

interVeⅠ1tion ((I-2ci+C,-)2(a-3cj+2c,-)2 (a-3c,L+2cJ)2(a-4cj+3ci)2
8b?16b 12b?18b

Table 2: Welfare under llOnintervention, Case A, and Case B-2

C･ Unilateral intervention under Stackelberg model

Now, we proceed to examine the unilateral intervention
under the Stackelberg model･

GCj(sヲsc,s,QSC)- GC'(o,o) -
((汁-C2)2-8(c,

18b <o,if(a-ci)2-8(ci-Cj)2>o.
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Cll. Unilateral intervention by government i

We examine the case in which government i, whose firm i is the Stackelberg leader, in-

tervenes･Assj - 0, that is,
ej

-

Cj, government i maximizes the following
objectives:

maxsi≧OGSi(si,0)
-

7Ti(qt?(si,0),q,?(si,0);si,0)- siq%?･ The f･o･c･ is as follows:

d7Ti(q㌘(si,0),q,S(si,0);si,0)
dsi

∂GSヱ(sい0)
∂si

qi-i敦-打潜'q溜+賢一qi-Si蜜≦o･28
Bythef･o･c･ of the

Stackelberg leader, it is satisfied that
7T書ニー7T3･R;･(qi)ニーBqi･

By substituting 7T3･ニーbqiand

監-qi intothef･o･c･, (一書qi)(去)+(-bqi)(-去)+qi-qi-Si去--si去≦
o･ That is, thesubsidy

level is zero, s㌢S
- o.

In this case, the Stackelberg output levels in the equilibrium are as fわllows:

(qL?(s㌻S,o),q,?(s㌻S,o))[-(ql?(0,0),q,?(0,0))]- (
a12ci+cj a13cj+2ci

2b
'

4b
)･ (14)

The optimal subsidy moves to the Stackelberg leader-follower position. This result is sum-

marized in the followlng Proposition.

Proposition 6. Under･ the Stackelber9 COmPetition in which jir･m ,i is the leader, the unilateral

/I/I･I･I･'III/'･//
Ill/ I//=/'H･'((I(Il･ll/ '･./

//I' /･'l'/'rjI'I･ll,I )J'l､Ill,
I./1'･/.

I/川I I､. //I･I･･ /､ I/,,
･､′JI,･,/,I!/.

This proposition is just another corollary of Proposition 3 in B一ander and Spencer (1985,

p･89)･
The optimal subsidy has the profit-shifting effect and moves the Cournot competitioll

to the Stackelberg leader-follower position. Under the Stackelberg competition, the government

of the leaderfirm i has nothing to do. Without subsidy, the profit offirm i is
7TSi(s㌢S,o)

-

7TSi(o,o)-喜(q%?)2and7TSj(s㌢S,o)
-

7TSj(o,o)
-

b(q,?)2･Thewelfare is GSi(STS,o)
-

GSi(o･o)
-

7rSi(o,o)and GSj(s㌢S,o)
-

7TSj(o,o)･

C-2. Unilateral intervention by government i

28Th｡s.0.｡.

issatisfi｡dbe｡aus｡三等血-ポi蜜'T3省一蜜-(-2b)去+(-b)(一去)一言--(書+去)
< o.
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We examine the case in which govern=nent i, whose firm i is the Stackelberg follower, inter-

venes･ As si - 0, ei - Ci, government i maximizes the f(,1lowing
ot)jectives:maxs.,≧o GSj(o,sj)

-

w'(q,?(o,sj),q%?I(o,sj);0,sjトsjqデ･
The f･oIC･ Of governmellt i is as follows:

d7Tj(q,S(o,sj),qtS(o,sj);O･5,)
ds]

∂GSJ (0,a,)
as]

-qj-S凍-瑠+堰+賢一qj15濯-o･29
Bythef･o･c.

of the Stackelberg follower･打] - 0 is satisfied･ By
substituting打ブ--bqj and賢-

qj into the
J

f･o･c･, (-bqj)(一去)+qj-qj
--lj孟-o⇔sj-讐qj

-

･→f→

･1-3(cJ-5J)+2ct

a13cj+2ci

In this case, the Stackelberg output levels in the equilibriunl are aS follows:

(q%?i(o,5プs),q,?y(O,sぎs))
-

(
a-4ci+3cj a-3cj+2ci

3b 2b

(15)

(16)

This output･ level is eqtlivalentノtO tllat in Case B-2･ The fbllowlIlg proposition is obtained.

Proposition 7･ (comparisor-f the output levels 7J,riderCase B-2 and Case C-2)

I
,/,/,I ///I ヽソ,I･/･･･/IJ,I!/I,･I,JIJ･////･･IJ /IJ I'./I/,// /Ill/I / I､ //J' /''',/,I. //I, II////,I/,I,I/ /I//,I,I,IJ//,,,I

/,I/

/Ill I/･Jr･ III′′J･,// I,///I, /･･//-∫.,I/,II,,./ ,//Ill/J//I ､り′II･ ,I
､′II/･J'I ･･II//川/小//'･

/I/Ill/･I･]/
､･･//Ill,//･l/

Ill/.I',/I//,.II ,II/,/,/ (■=′′I･IJ,,I
I,･III/,I////･JIJ /II II/I/I/I I/･J'･･IIIIIJ'IJ/ / /､仙/IJ･､/-//I=･一丁. //I,I/ /､.

(ql?(0,sぎs),q,?(O･s.㌢S))
-

(q,C(s!'SC･5,QSC)IqE/i(5㌢SCIS.;SC)).

This proposition implies tllat tl-e subsidy of tlle gOVernlnellt WOrks as if it changes tlle

competition mode from Stackelberg to Cournot･ The optimal subsidv improves the Stackclberg-

follower position compared to the Cournot one･ Evell if firm i is the Stackelberg follower under

quantity competitioll, the optimal subsidy by government i Inakes the disadvantage of the

follower reduce until it disappearsI

By substituting (16)into打Si(s,i,5j)
-喜(qL$l)2alld打Sj(s.i,Sj)

- b(q,?)2.the profits of the

29The
s.o.c.is satisfied t〕ecause

i)2G･ヾJ (.5
～).{2

ノ 打ム賓･T:,#一害-
(12b)i'(-A)(一去)-孟-

-(1+孟)
< o.
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firms are obtained‥ 7TSi(o,a,yS)
-

7TSi(s㌢S,o)
-

(a-2ci+c] )2
8b
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(a14ci+3c3･)2
18b and 7TSj(o,a,yS)

-

>
7TSi(o,s,yS)and 7TS3'(s㌻S,o)

-

第82号 2006-Ⅱ

(a-3c31+2ci)2
4b

(a13cj +2ci)2
16b

It is shown that

<
7TSj(o,s,?S)･30

Finally, the welfare
is examined･ It is obtained that GSi(o,s,yS)

-

7TSi(o,s,yS)
-

GSi(s㌢S,o)
-

7TSi(s㌻S,o)
-

(a13cj +2ci)2
12～)

(a-2ci+c, )2
8b

(a14ci+3c] )2
18b

<

Also it is obtained that GSj(o,s,yS)
-

b(q,?)2- s,ySq,?
-

> GSj(s㌻S,o)
-

7TSj(s㌻S,o)
-

(a-3cj +2ci)2
16b

For simplification ofanalysIS, it is assumed that c I ci
-

Cj throughout the followlng analysis･

Under this identicalassumption, the following Proposition is obtained:

proposition 8. (comparisonof the proPt and the weljbre
levels under Case C-1 and Case C-2)

Consider the Stackelbery competition in which βrm i is the leader･ Suppose that the costs are

identical. In the case in which the government of the jbllowerjirm i intervenes unilaterally, the

projitof the follower メrm i (theleader j言rmi) is larger (resp･Smaller)
than the profitof the

leaderPrm i (resp.the followerjirm i) in the case in which the government Of the leaderjirm

i intervenes unilaterally. Thai is,

打Si(s㌻S,o)-吐詳,打Si(o,s]vS)-当課,

打Sj(s㌻S,o)-当課,打Sj(o,s,yS)-鴇ヱ･
when government i intervenes unilaterally, the weljbre of government i (i)is smaller than that

of government i (resp.i) when government i intervenes unilaterally･ That is,

GSi(s㌢S,o)
-也諜,

GSi(o,s,yS)
-白岩,

一両㌃, GSj(o7S]yS)-吐逆GSj(s㌻S,o)
-

(a-C)2
12b

A

Note that this proposition also holds when丘rms have almost identical cost･ When the costs

are almost identical, althoughit
looks atfirstglance that the subsidized leader firm may enjoy

higher profit than that of the subsidized follower, the previous proposition shows that such

30Because打Si(o,s,uS)- (GSi(o,s,?S)-)喜(qt?(o,s,ys))2and打Si(s㌻S,o)
-

(GSi(s㌻S,o)-)喜(qt?(s㌻s,o))2,
it is

satisfied that
,,St(o.a,uS)<打S乞(s㌢S,o).

if and only if
q㌘(0,s,uS)

<
q2?(s㌢S,o)･

It is shown that
q;S(s㌻S,o)-

qt?(o,s,TS)
- a榊> o･

6と〉
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a preconceived idea is incorrect･ This implication is derived from the fact that government i

does not subsidize at all, becatlSe the advantage of the Stackelberg leader had already been

acquired by firm i in Case C-1. On the other hand, this intuition is correct when the welfare is

considered･ Even if the governlnent makes the followerfirm recover the first-mover advalltage

throughintervention, it takes an extra cost to subsidize this firm.

D･ Bilateral intervention under Stackelberg model

We analyze the bilateral intervention llnder Stackelberg model.

D-1･ Simultaneous decision or subsidy

We consider the simultaneousdccision of subsidy (si,Sj),Similar
to the simultaneous quantity

choice in the Cournot model･ Government i, whose firm i is leader, maximizes the following

objective‥givensj, maXst≧oGSi(si,Sj)
-

7Ti(qLST(si,Sj),q,?(si,Sj);Si7Sj)- SiqL?･ The f･oIC･ is as

follows :
∂GSt(sわs,)

asi

d7ri(qlS(si,5,),q,?(s=･S,)=Si,5,)
dsz/

qi-S億-打潜+打溜+賢一qi-Si霊-
o･ By

the f･o･c･ of the Stackelberg leader, it is
satisfied that

7T書--7T3･R;･(qi)ニー;qi･
By substituting

打31ニーbqiand覧-
qi illtO the f･o･c,, (一書qi)去+(-bqi)(一去)+qi-qi-Si去-

-s,i去≦
o ⇒

s宮cs
- o･ The reactioll function is

s望cs
- Ri(s,QCS)- o･

Government i, whose firm i is the follower, maximizes the following
Objective: glVen Si,

maxs]≧o GSj(si, Sj)
-

q'(q,?(si,Sj),gL?(占i,5J);Si,Sj)-Sjq,?･
The f10･C･ is as follows‥

d7T] (q,S(s=5j),qlS(sいSj);Si,Sj)
dsj

aGS3 (si,S,)
as]

-qj-S凍-打溜+打瑠+翠-qj一瑠-o･
Fro-thef･o･c･

of the Stackelberg follower, it is satisfied that打,] - 0･ By
substituting打ぎニーbqjand琶-

-

qj

intothef･o･c･フ(-bqj)(一基)+qj-qj-i,j孟-o⇔sj-誓qj
-

function is s,QCS
-

Rj(si9CS)
-

-2sL+a-3cj+2c7

a13(cj -Sj)+2(ci-S,1) The reaction

In order to work out the simultaneous decision of the subsidy levels by both governments,
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tJhe intersection of the reaction functions is reduced as follows:

s宮cs
- o, s,QCS

Note that
sクcs

-

s㌢s
- o and a,QCS

-

a,TS
-

a13cj+2ci

a13cj+2ci

第82号 2006-II

(17)

By substituting si into the outputs, the optimal Stackelberg output levels are obtained as

follows:

(qL?(s宮cs,a,QCS),q,?(si9CS,s,QCS))
- (

a14ci+3cj a13cj+2ci

3b
'

2b
(18)

Hence
qt?(aヲcs,s,QCS)

-

qi?(0,s]yS)and q,?(s2cs,a,QCS)
-

q,?(o,s,yS)･

In this case, as a result of the simultaneous decision of subsidy levels, differently from the

Cournot model, under the Stackelberg model, the subsidy policy of the government to the leader

firm is nullified. In Case D-1, the Stackelberg leader and the follower have the same behavior as

in Case C-2.

Proposition 9･ (equivalencebetween Case D-1 and Case C-2)

Consider the Stackelber9 COmPetition in which firm i is the leader. The result in the equilibrium

is the same under･ Case D-1 and under Case C-2. The government whosePrm
is the leader does

not subsidize its jir･m at all.

AIso the profit and the welfare are the same as those under Case C12･ That is, the profits
are

7TSi(s空cs,LS,QCS)(-7TSi(o,s,?S)
-

(a14ci+3cj )2
18♭ and 7TSj(s2cs,s,QCS)(-7TSj(o,s,yS))

-

The welfares are GSi(s宮cs,s,QCS)
-

7TSi(s空cs,s,QCS)
-

-

GSj(o,s,yS)
-

(a13cj+2ci)2
12b

(a-4ci+3c,)2
lab and GSj(s空cs,s,QCS)

D-2. Sequential decision of subsidy (si-

Sj)

Then, we examine the sequential decision of subsidy (si-

Sj)･In this case, the government

i of the Stackelberg leader i moves first and then the government i of the follower i, after

observing si, decides the subsidy level, sj
-

Rj(si)･
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Government i maximizes the following
objective‥given si, maXs,≧o GSj(si,Sj)

-

7T'(q,?(si,Sj),q%?(si,Sj);
Si,

Sj)-Sjq,?･
The f･o･c･ is as follows: ∂GSJ(sい5,)

_

d7T' (q,s(si,Sj),qlS'(si,5,);Si,5,)
asJ ds]

-qj

-β凍-打濯+打瑠+賢一qj-S濯-
o･ From the f･o･c･ of the Stackelberg fol-

lower, it is satisfied that汀,] - 0･ By

substitutillg打f
-

-bqj and賢-
qj into the f･o･c･,

(-bqj)(-去)+qj-qj-S3L孟-o⇔s,.
-讐qj

-

s,QSiS
-

Rj(si9SiS)
- -2st+a-3c]+2cL

a-3(cj-S])+2(ci-St) The reaction function is

The slopeis R;･(s宮siS)
-

-号･
This maximization problem

is the same procedllre taken bv the fわllower goverllmellt in Case D-1.

The leader government induces this reaction fu=ICtion, Rj, and solves the following maXimiza-

tion problem: InaXs7≧O GSi(silRj(si)) -

7Ti(q%Sy(si,Rj(si)),q,?l(s7:,Rj(si));Si, Rj(si))-Siql?(s7･,Rj(si)).

The f.o.c. is as fわllows: dGS'L(s-Rj(si))
=

dが (q;s(si,RJ(sl)),q,?(s去,Rj(a,i));S,,R,(a,/))
a(s

, ds,I/ - q㌘(si,Rj(si)ド

si(g･欝R;･(si))-打ilr債+蟹RL･(si))+打婚+蟹R;.(si))+(賢+翠R;･(si))-qi-Si僚+
蟹R;･(si))- 0･ Similar to Case C, it is satisfied that打書-一打3･R;.(qi)

-

-2q7L,･
By substitutiI唱

q3･ニーbqi,蟹-
qi,

and驚-
o into the f10･C.,一如i債+蟹R;I(si))-bqi(a･蟹R;.(si)ド

占i壌+蟹RL･(si))-O･
⇔5i- 2qi- a-2(ci-S/i)+(c]-Rj(51))

Under the sequential decisioll, the optimal subsidy levels are as follows:

s吾siS
a14ci+3c]

s,?sis
-

Rj(5t?Sis)
-

a15cj+4ci
(19)

Note that s,QSiS >

s雲siS
if tlle COStS are almost identical･31 In this case, the subsidy to the

follower is larger than that to the leader.

By substituting si into the output, the optimal Stackelberg output levels are obtained as

follows:

(qt?(s%9SiS,a,?Sis),q,?(s望siS7S,QSiS))
- (

a-4ci+3cj 3(a-5cj+4ci)
2b

'

8b
)･ (20)

31It is satisfied that s,9S2S>
･9きs'LS,

ifa- 13cj + 12ci - a- 3c, +2ci + 10(ci-C,)
> 0, because

s,?S.iS-βtbSLS
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Note that
q%?(s宮siS,s,QSiS)

>
q,?(s宮siS,s,QSiS),

ifthe costs are almost identical･32 In this case, the

output of the leader is larger than that of the follower. In particular, when costs are identical,

qt?(s告siS,a,QSiS)-箸> q,?(s君siS,s,QSiS)-駕誇･
Ftom (7TSi,7TSj)

-

(喜(qt?)2,b(q,?)2),the profits are calculated as follows:
7TSi(s吾siS,s,QSiS)

-

(a-4ci+3cj)2
8b and 7TSj(s2siS,s,QSiS)

-
9(a15cj +4ci)2

64b
When the costs are identical, it is worth noting

that打Si(s望siS,s,QSiS)-也諾<打Sj(s宮siS,s,QSiS)-駕詳･
In other words, the profit of the

follower is larger than that of the leader.

From GSi -

7TSi
- siqi, the welfares are calculated as follows: GSi(s宮siS,s,QSiS)

-

and GSj(s宮siS,s,QSiS)
-

3(a-5cj +4ci)2
64b

(a14ci+3cj )2
16b

When the costs are identical, then GSi(s告siS,s,QSiS)
-

由諾'GSj(s2siS,s,QSiS)-篭詳･
with regard to the welfare, the welfare of the leader

government is larger than that of the follower. This result is summarized in the followlng

proposition.

Proposition lO･ (profitand weljbre
levels under Case D-2)

Consider the Siackelbery competition in which firm i is the leader･ Zn the symmetric equilibrium

under Case D-2, the proPt of the leader is less than that of the follower. The
weljbre of the

leader goverrment i is larger than that of the follower government j･

Although the leader produces more than the fわllower, the government of the leader subsidizes

less than that ofthefollower. As a result, the profit of the leader is less than that of the follower

and the welfare of the first-mover government is larger than that of the second-mover government･

This result provides a new viewpoint considering the subsidy policy determined sequentially･

Furthermore, by comparing the welfare under nonintervention with that under Case D-2,

it is obtained that GSi(o,o)
-

(a-2ci+c, )2
8b

32qt?(sヲsiS,a,QSiS)- q,?(sヲsiS,s,QSiS)
-

> GSi(s空siS,s,QSiS)
-

a-ci127(ct-c
8b

(a-4c2+3cj )2
16b and GSj(o,o)

-

>0, ifa-28ci+27cj >0･
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(a-3cj +2ci)2
16b

> GSj(st9SiS,s,QSiS)
-

followlng Proposition is derived.

3(a15cj+4ci)2
64と) , if the costs are almost identical･33 Thus, the

Proposition ll. (comparison of the welfare under r乙On,intervention and Case DIE)

∫
/I･/･l I/I,

.ヽ■I'l･/.･,/IJ･':I/-IIIIJ･//I/･Jl/
/II 'r/I/,･/I./I-I/II/ Iヾ //′･I･･l,I,I･.,,./]･II//I--/､ ,II-,II,I,･､/

identical, the welfaresof the governments under the bilateral intervention in Case D-2 are s,maller

///'1//I/I/I/'I･II,･IJ/l'/'Il･･ I///=/I. I/Ill/ /､. //I･ I,//'l/I
(u/ /III･ rI.I

lI//,,III･lII.HIII･･I/I･ /JI･I-Ill I

l
､

I///I
II/lI/,I.

D-3･ Sequential decision of subsidy (sj-

Si)

Finally, we exalnine the sequential decision of subsidy (sj -

5i). This case is the adverse

case of Case D12 with regard to the timing of decision-making by governments. In this case, the

government i of the Stackelberg followerfirm 3'movesfirst and then the government i of the

leader firm, after observing sj, decides the subsidy si -

Ri(sj)･

The follower government i maximizes the following
objective‥given sj, maXst≧o GSi(si,Sj)

-

7Ti(qt?(si,Sj),q,S(si,Sj);
Si,

Sj)-SiqL?･
The f10･C･ is as follows: ∂GSi(sいS,)

_

d7T7/(qts(s=s,),q,?(sいS,);S=S,)
∂st ds,/

qi一増-汀償'r溜+賢-qi-Si霊-
o･ From the f･oIC･ OfStackelberg leader, it

is satisfied that打書ニー打3･R;I(qi)ニー;qi･
By

substitutillg打31
-

-bqi alld蟹-
qi into the

f･oIC･, (-;qi)去+(-bqi)(一去)+,1i-qi-Si去ニー普≦
0 ⇒ si - 0･ The reaction function is

s%9SjS
- Ri(s,QSjS)- o･ This is the salne PrOCedllre taken by the leader government i in Case

D-1.

The leader government i induces this reaction and solves the following maXimization prob1

len substituting s君sjS
- Ri(a,?Sis)- o‥

maxs,≧oGSj(o,sj)
-

T'(q]S(0,sj),qL?(0,sj);0,sj)-

sjq,?(0,sj)･
The f･o･c･ is as foil(,ws:

ds] ds]

dGSj(o,sプ)
_

d7T3(q,?(0,sj),qLS(o,s,);o,s,)

-q,S(o,sj)-Sj#
-

打培+汀概+翠-qj-5凍-
o･ similar to Case C-2, it is satisfied that打,7

- o･ By

33GSi(o,oトGSt(s宮siS,s,bSiS)
-

)2-8(cて-C
16b and GS'(o,oトGS'(sヲsiS,s,QSIS)-

(a-4c7+3c )2-48(ci
64b
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substituting汀f
-

-bqj and賢-
qj into the f･o･c･,

-bqj舞-s凍-
o ⇔ 5j

-讐qj
-

a13(cj-Sj)+2ci +sj=
a-3c3 +2ci

Under the sequential decision, the optimal subsidy levels are asfo1lows:

st9SjS
- o,

s,?Sis
a13cj+2ci

By substituting si into the output, the optimal Stackelberg output levels are as follows:

(q%?(s%9SjS,s,9SjS),qデ(st9SjS,s,9SjS))
-

(
a-4ci+3cj a-3cj+2ci

3b
'

2b

(21)

)･ (22)

The equilibrium in this case is the same as that in Case D-1 (and also Case C-2).

Proposition 12･ (equivalence between Case D-3 and Case D-1 (Case C-2))

Consider･ the Stackelberg competition in which jir･mi is the leader. The result in the equilibrium

under Case D-3 is the same as that under Case D-1 (and Case C-2). The goverrment whose

firm is the leader does not subsidize its firm at all.

In this case, the follower government of the country where there is the Stackelberg leader

firm has nothing to do, by the same reason as Case D-1 and Case C-2. Also the profit

and the welfare
are the same as those under Case Dll

and Case C12. That is, the prof-

its

are打Si(s2sjS,s,QSjS)
-

GSi(s空sjS,s,9SjS)
-

(a-4ct+3c] )2
18b

(a14ci+3c, )2
18b

and打Sj(s%9SjS,s,9SjS)
-

and GSj(sヲsjS,s,9SjS)
-

(a-3c]+2ct)2
4♭

(a-3c]+2ci)2
12♭

The welfares are

We compare the profit and the welfare in Case D12 with those in Case D-3. When the

costs are identical, the following inequality is

satisfied‥打Si(s2sjS,a,QSjS)<打Si(sクsiS,a,QSiS)
<

打Sj(s君siS,a,QSiS)<打Sj(sヲsjS,s,QSjS)･34
And it is also satisfied that GSi(sヲsjS,a,QSjS)

<

GSj(s宮siS,s,QSiS)
< GSi(sヲsiS,s,QSiS)

< GSj(st9SjS,s,9SjS)･35
For the government, the first-mover

advantage still exists.

34By
direct calculation, it is obtained that i# '㌔詳<旦宅洋<㌔プ

35By
direct calculation, it is obtained that也謡三<三宅洋<止謡三<宅諾
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E. Wholly sequential decision

As the remaining possible combirlation, we exa=nille the wholly sequential decision (si- qi -

sj
-

qj)･
First7 We COnSider the bilateral illterVention of sequential decision-making: si -

qi
-

sj
-

qj･36 The equilibrium can be solved by backward illductioll･

In the subgame at the fourth stage, the f･o･c･ for the profit maximization offirm j, given

(si,qi,Sj),is as follows: 7T,]
- (a

- b(qi+qj) - ej) -
bq,A - 0･ The reaction function is qj

-

R,f(qi,Sj)
-竺二篭ユ;望等也一去･

N()te that this reaction function does not depend on si･

In tile Subgame at the third stage, the subsidy decision by government i is determined

by maximizing Gj(si,qi,Sj,qj)
≡

7Tj(qj,,1i;Si,Sj)- Sjqj･ Government i maximizes the follow-

ing
objective:given (si,qi),ITlaXs,≧(〕Gj(si,qi,Lqj,qj),S･t･qj

-

R31(qi,Sj)-竺二篭ヱ,
that is,

maxs,≧oG'(si,qi,Sj,R言(qi,Sj))･
The f･o･c･ for government i is

d7TJ (R,s:(qi,S]),qi;SいSj)
ds]

dGJ (5いqいSJ,R,s(qi,S3))
ds]

-qゴーS凍-
o, ifthe solutionis interior (sj≧ 0)･If

0, the solution is corner, s]. - ()･ The f･o･c. iL-eWritten as follows:

d7T'(R,s(qi,Sj),gL;Sl,SJ)
dsj

dG'(s7･qいS]
,R,s(qi,S]))

ds]

aGJ (s"q"s]
,R,s(qi,Sj))

∂5J

-qj-S凍-打,]'竿+賢一qj-Sj竿-
o･ Bysubstitut一

ing汀,] - 0, the f･o･c･ offirln
･j,arld翠-

qj illtO the f･o･c･ ofgovernlnent i, we obtain

o

x去+qj -qj
-t弓j去ニーsj去≦

o ⇒ 5,Q5
- 0･ As

aresult, the subsidy level is zero7 regardless

a-bqt-c]
of any qi･ The

reaction functioll is

s与5
-

R3'(qi)
- 0･ Thus qj

-

R言(qi,0)ニー---｢㌃----

In the subgame at the second stage･ the output choice byfirln ,i
is

solved as follows:given

si, illducing s,Qs
- o and qj

-

R言(qi,0)-実子,firm
i maximizes the profit function

･i(qi,R言(qi,0);si, 0)･That is, the maximizing probleln is maxqL
qi(qi,R,e(qi,O);

si, 0),noting that

R,9'(qi)ニー喜IThe f･o･c･ is打汁打3･R,F'(qi)
-

((a-b(qi+R3(qi,0))-ei)-bqi卜bqi(-去)
- o･ This

result is the same as for the Stackelberg equilibrium with no subsidy: qi
-

Rl?(si)-竺二呈出-2～)

36Note that if st - 0, the unilateral intervelltion of sequelltial decisioll-making lS analyzed: qt
- s3 - qJ･ If

s]
-0, This is CaseC-1.
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-

q,?(si,0),and also･ The f･o･c･ is
7r書+7T3･R,9'(qi)

-

((a-b(qi+R,e(qi,0))-ci) -bqi) -bqi(一芸)
- o･

In the subgame at the first stage, the subsidy decision by government i is determined by the

same procedure as in Case Cll. That is, there is no subsidy, si
- 0.

(s望s,s,Qs)- (o,o)･

(qクs,q,?s)
-

(
a-2ci+cj a-3cj+2ci

2b
'

4b

(23)

(24)

It is satisfied that (qクs,q,Qs)- (qL?(0,0),q,?(0,0))･The profit and welfare levels are asfo1lows:

7TSi(o,o)
-

GSi(o,o)
-

4 Comparison

(a12ci+cj)2
8b and 7rSj(o,o)

-

GSj(o,o)
-

(a-3cj +2ci)2
16b

In this section, we compare the different structures with regard to the timing Of decision-making

on the subsidy by governments and the output by the丘rms･ In
particular, we compare the

simultaneous decision with the sequential one in the equilibrium which
is derived from the

previous section. Before proceeding to the analysis, it is
convenient to digest the equilibrium

outcome under the different timing of decision-making in a table. See Table 3･ To visualize the

output levels in the equilibrium, refer to Figure 2 and 3･37

37For
simplification, we illustrate only the case in which the costs are identical,
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subsidy output prlCe

1.no-subsidyCournot nothiⅠ1g (竺二三也フ璃辛)3b

a+ci+Cj

3

2.no-subsidyStackelberg r10thirlg (竺二毛虫,坐望望)4b

a+2ci+Cj

4

E. wholly seqllential

pro丘t welfare

1.no-subsidyCourT10t (吐出土,吐ゴ出三)9t?9b (吐二三出土,出土)9b9b

2.no-subsidyStack.elberg (吐ゴ生垣土,(α-'icj+2c.i,)-2)8b16b (出三.(a-3cj'2ci)2)8b16b

Table 3: Equilibrium results
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Cournot competition

1. nonintervention
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A. uni一ateral intervention

B. bilateral intervention

B1 1. simultaneous

5b

良-2. sequential

第82号 2006-II

Stackelberg competition

2. nonintervention
i qj

i

】

i

I a-c

4b

C. unilateral intervention

I C-1.govemment～

C-2.
governmentj

】

l
_

: reacli.nfuncfi.n bcf.,e infervenfi.n

l _.. : reaction functi.∩ after intervention

】

】

】

Ⅰ

i

Figure 2: Reaction functions and output
levels in the eq11ilibri11m
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Stackelberg competition (continued)

D- I. simultaneous decision-making

D-2. sequential decision-making

(government i moves first.)

D-3. sequential decision-making

(governmentj moves first.)

l tI.･

【

壬

I

I a-c

E. Wholly sequential decision-making

4b

l- : reaction function before hlterVention

l
ー: reaCli.n funeli.n afferinle,venfi｡n

‡

【

Figure 3: Reaction functions and output levclsinthe equilibrium (continued)
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From Table 3, we can examine how the different structures about the timing Of decision-

making by firms and governments affects the efBciency of the subsidy policy･ In t･he following

comparison, for simplification, the argument is limited to the situation in
which the costs are

identical･ Although this paper does not present an exhaustive comparison in a comprehensive

way, several noticeable results are shown in the fわllowing propositions･38

Proposition 13･ (projitlevels between Cournot and Stackelber9 COmPetition under the unilat-

eral intervention)

(I,,,I､/Illr //,I ,Ill//,,/Il･･lI/,I/I Ill.I I///･JIJ ,,I
I/I･ I/,I,.I l･lJIH, I//. Ll/J･ Il //l･./I17',∫,]･･-//,I ('…J′･')I,/ ,･,･'I,-

petition, the proPt
is larger than′ when it competes as the Stackelbery leader and it is equal to

that when it competes as the Stackelber9 follower･.That is,

打Ci(s㌻C,o)-打Sj(o,s,yS)-王滝ヱ,打Si(s㌢S,o)-也諜･

This proposition implies that although it looks a,t丘rst glance that･ the Stackelberg leader has

more advantage than under Cournot･ competition, this impression is
not correct. If the unilateral

intervention
of the government (and nonintervention of the rival government)

is necessarily

guaranteed, the firm prefers to face the Cournot competition rather than become the Stackelberg

leader. The reason is that under the Stackelberg competitrion, the firm receives no subsidy, but

under the Cournot competition, by being subsidized, the firm can raise its profit. Whereas, the

proposition also implies that the subsidized丘rm can recover the competitive position丘･om the

Stackelberg follower to the Cournot, being able to compete on equal terms with the rival firm.

Then, we compare the profits betweell two COmPetitive forms under the bilateral intervention.

38Althoughwe do not compare the welfare in the third countryT it is worth noting that the third country's

welfare is reduced by the size of total quantity, Q, because this welfare consists of only the c10nSumer's surplus,

CS(Q) - ;Q2･ From the price level in Table 3, we can compare the third country's welfare level directly･

Likewise, the sum of the welfare of two exporting countries and the world welfare are immediately derived by

tedious calculation, although these comparisons are omitted･
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First, a comparison between Case B-1 and Case D-1 is made･

proposition 14. (profitlevels between Cournot and Stackelberg competition under the bilateral

.､/IIIIII/(I/It'JIJ.､
/I/I( l･J･I (I//'J(Jl

(I,Ill.W/'J･ //I' IJ/I'l/'r'lI
､川IIIII'lIJHHl.､川/I/III'//･･I, ･･/

/IJ･ I/･J,､…I/ll･'IIヾ.
tt'//Ill //,I./I-IIIII･J･- //I･･

Cournot competition, its
profit

is larger than when it competes as a Stackelberg leader･ On the

other hand, the proPt under the Cournot competition
is smaller than when it competes as a

Stackelbery jbllower. That is,

打Si(s宮cs,s,QCS)-由謡三<打Ci(s宮cc,s,QCC)-鵠詳<打Sj(s宮cs,s,QCS)-吐諾ヱ･

This proposition is the extended version of Proposition 13 to the bilateral intervention･

Although it looks at丘rst glance that tlle Stackelberg leader has lnOre advantage than ullder

Cournot competition, the firm prefers to compete in the Cournot way rather than become the

Stackelberg leader and moreover prefers to becoI-1e the fbllower･ Tl-1e reason is
similar to that of

Proposition 13. Under the bilateral simultaneousintervention, the government of the Stackel-

berg leader does not have any influence to change the market structure･ When both governments

under the Cournot competition subsidize their firms, their subsidies
influence market structure

and raise thefirms'profits. Whereas, the Stackelberg follower is fully supported by its govern-

ment and iITlprOVeS its colnpetitive positioll Vastly. It can compete oll more advantageous terms

tllallthe rival BrⅢ1 iII Case D-1.

This proposition suggests the followIIlg llnPOrtant assertion oil trade policy: When gov-

ernments can intervene in its domestic firm with
a certain policy instrument in advance, the

difference of the competitive mode between firms, such as Cournot or Stackelberg competition,

does not necessarily influence thefirm's advalltage On tile COmPetition. III Other words,
even if

afirm is the Stackelberg follower in the third-market, the subsidization by the government can

recover the competitive advantage to sonle eXtellt.
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Fina11y, a comparison between Case B-2 and Case D12 (and also Case D-3) is
made.

Proposition 15･ (projitlevels between Cournot and Stackelber9 COmPetition under the bilateral

-I(l･ /I//,II /Il/, /I.{ I//I'･I,..

Consider the bilateral sequential intervention
of the 90VerrmentS. Suppose that government i

movesβrst.

I/I ll'//I,,/I-,I,′=/･I,- //′･(',"l･,=I ,t,,Ill,,I/I/I,II. ,/･､ I,r･,./I'/
/･､ /,JI,/,I//川I/

''./'･'I // ･･･'''l"/'･､り･､ //汁

Stackelberg leader･ On the other hand, the projit ofjirm i under the Cournot competition is

smaller than when it
competes as the Stackelber9 follower･ That is,打Ci(sきsc,s,QSC)-吐岩上,

打Si(s宮siS,s,QSiS)-鴇ヱand打CJ(s宮sc,s,QSC)-吐謡三<打Sj(si9SiS,a,9SiS)-也 64b
'

I//川､/′･ IJ./Ill,HI./,]･,
､ I/I, ( '=′n/･･/ ,･,I,,,/･t////･J,/. I/､ /Jr･J./,'//･-･I,I/,.,lI, IJ/

/,,
I(I/,I'I // …′llJ,I/I.～ ''.､ ///･･

Stackelber9 follower. And also, the proPt ofjirm i under the Cournot competition is larger than

when it competes as the Stackelber9 leader･ That is,打Ci(sきsc,s,QSC)-汀Sj(s79SjS,s,QSjS)-吐窟ビ

and打Cj(s19SC,s,QSC)-吐詳,打Si(s2sjS,s,9SjS)
-

(al-8Cb)2
･39

Part (i) in this proposition states asfo1lows: Under the bilateral sequential interventioll,

such as the simultaneous intervention, the firm prefers to face Cournot competition rather than

become the Stackelberg leader･ Moreover, the firm prefers to become the Stackelberg follower

rather than face Cournot competition. At first glance, it seems that the change of decision

structure from Case B12 to Case D-2gives more advantage about output choice to the firm that

becomes the Stackelberg leader. However, this proposition implies that this shift of decision

structure does not bring any advantage, but on the contrary, decreases the profit of the leader

firm･ On the other hand, the firm that becomes the Stackelberg follower acquires more profit

than under the previous Cournot competition.

39Note that the index of i is being interchanged that ofj
in Case D-3, because government i moves first and

firm i is the Stackelberg follower.
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Under the bilateral sequential
intervention, the Stackelberg leader needs less subsidy than

一望デ> sヲsiS-望デ,
becauseif this firm was engaged in Cournot competit･ion, that･ is,

sきsc-

the firm has already enjoyed the first-mover advantage. WllereaS, the Stackelberg follower is

supported by its
goverllnlent With great care arid ilnPrOVeS the competitive position, that is,

s,QSC -詣∈
< s,QSiS -旦若･

As a reH111t of the asymmetric subsidy policy･ it occurs that when

both governments subsidize the firm under the Cournot competition, the profit of the leader (the

follower)is less (resp.more) than the profitunder the Stackelberg colnpetition･ The sequence

of intervention by the governITlelltS affects the size of thefirml s profitand the efBciency of the

trade policy slgnificantly.

Part (ii)of this proposition states as follows: Under the bilateral sequential illterVentionフ

thefirm's profit is the same
whctllCr

it behaves as the Stackelberg follower or faces Cournot

competition. Moreover, the firm prefers to face Cournot competitiorl rather than become the

Stackelberg leader in Case D13. It ilnPlies that whcll government i moves first, even if the

competition form shifts frorII CollrIIOt tO Stackeu)erg and firm ,)'Ibecomes the follower, its
profit

does not change. Tlle Profit offirm i that becorlleS the leader in place offirm i becomes less than

under the previous Cournot c()mpct･ition. At･first glaIICe, it･ seems that the change of decision

structure from Case B-2 to Case D-3gives the (1isadvalltage OII Output CJhoicc to thefirln that

becomes the Stackelberg follower. However, this shift of (1ecision structure does not aHect the

firm's profit.

It is desirable for bothfirlllS tO Shift the colllpetitive mode from the Stackelberg competition

under which the governlnellt Of the Stackelt)erg follower丘rst decides the s11bsidy7 tO the C()llrnOt

one under bilateral sequential interventioll. This shift of competitive mode avoids the excessive

subsidy allocation by govcrllmentS alld saves tlle Subsid.y that does not have quite effect on the

advalltage Of the domesticfirmintll(_, Illarket.
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These propositions insists that the difference in timing Of policy lmPlementation and an-

nouncement by the government aHects thefirm's profit and the resulting welfare. And also

they Insist that the government should exercise the trade policy taking into
consideration the

competitive mode between丘rms.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper analyzed the relationship between the different timing of decision-making by export-

1ng丘rms and their subsiding governments and its impacts on the export subsidy. Two main

results are as fわllows: First, when governments decide simultaneously the export subsidies in

advance under the Stackelberg competition, the originalStackelberg leaderfirm in the output

competition produces as if it was the follower. Different from the Cournot model, under the

Stackelberg model, the subsidy policy by the government that can subsidize the leaderfirm is

nulli丘ed. Second, under the sequential一皿ove game in which the government that can subsidize

the leader丘rm decides the subsidy level in advance, the pro丘t of the leader is less than that of

the fわllower, although the丘rst-mover advantage is maintained. We conclude that the timlng Of

decision-making affects the effectiveness on the export subsidy policy slgnificantly.

Although the paper mainly focuses on the theoretical aspect, the results in this paper are

applicable to make some proper suggestions to the actual strategic trade policies. R)r example, in

the realistic context of the international exporting competition, suppose that there is the leader

arm that is the predecessor and lies in the dominant position in the exporting market. When

the successor entries and the Stackelberg competition
is

made, the predecessor government of

the leaderfirm may anticipate the successor's government
in deciding the trade policy･

In this

situation, how does the government implement the strategic subsidy policy? Proposition 15

in Section 4 suggests that the predecessor government should dare to make its丘rm acqulre less
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profit than the rival firm with less subsidy than the successor government and should save the

subsidy in order to attain more welfare･ Moreover, by Proposition 15, even if the government

can choose the timing of subsidy policy, it should defend the position
as first-mover policy maker

and maintain the first-mover advantage. On the other hand, Proposition 15 also suggests that

in
order to bring more profit to the successor firm, its government should announce the subsidy

policy faster than the rival government of the leader and take the first-mover advantage if

possible･ This may present one of the reasons that the trade war may be triggered･

nユrther extension in this paper can be considered･ The previous analysュs is the linear de-

mand and linear cost model. First, the more general model in which the demand and cost

functions have the general forms can be analyzed, althoughthe
basic loglC remains unchanged

as the linear case･ It is thought that we can generalize the previous analysis easily and directly･

Moreover, we limit the argument to the holnOgeneOuS gOOds･ Second, the extension toward

product diHerentiation should be analyzed, althoughthe
basic results argued in the previous

analysis have remained unchanged.

Thirdly, the extension to strategic complements should be considered as an extension of

Eaton
and Grossman (1986)･ Tlley argued the generalization of the analysis by Brander and

Spencer (1935). However, they dealt only with the symmetric conjectural variations like Cournot,

Bertrand, and consistent conjectures.
That is, they dealt only with the simultaneous-move game

on output choice. We deal with the asymmetric conjecture such as the Stackelberg leader-follower

competition. By using similar conjectural variations to theirs, the generalized analysis can be

applied. This issue may bring allOther problem, because under price competition (orstrategic

complements in
general),the optimal trade policy is the adoption of exporting tariff･ This result

may be extended to
strategic complements and other conjectural variables, althoughit should

be noticed that most of the conjectural variables do not have any economic justification･
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Finally, endogenuity of the timing of exporting policy-maker is one important topic･ As

for the endogenous timing, Ohkawa, Okamura, and Tawada (2002)tackled this issue under the

Cournot oligopoly･ We believe that t･he result in this paper is easily applicable to deal with tllis

problem.

As a possibility of further extensions of our paper that investigates the strategic subsidy

policy in the sequential-move game, other arguments on the strategic trade policy can be ana-

1yzed, taking into consideration the timing Of decision-making･ For example, sequential timing

on other variables such as export tariff, quota, and investment choice of FDI should be inves-

tigated･ Also the comparative statics of the parameter may be able to be considered, such as

externality, spillover, and environmental diseconomy･ Moreover, we may be able to deal with

the occurrence of sequential-move game due to informational asymmetry･
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